
Set in the early 20th century, in Victorian England. Time Machine is a sci-� game centred around a

marvellous machine with the power of time-travel. The game aesthetics give a nod to the steampunk

era; dark and industrial, but with more than a hint of the fantastical! Flaunting high-end animations,

and a retro futuristic soundtrack, this game will certainly appeal to both sci-� fans and those gamers

preferring a higher volatility slot. The game is a 5 x 3 slot. This is our �rst ever game to feature the new

Pay-Rise mechanic. Any win triggers the reels to open up a section and increase the number of ways,

up to a maximum of 7 x 5 reel layout. The free spins feature is triggered by reaching the top level and

activating 16,807 winning ways!
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Global release

FEBRUARY 10,

2022

RTP

95,50%

HIT Frequency

20,80%

Volatility

LOW

Default Max win

7 261 €



Key selling points

High End Graphics

New Pay-Rise mechanic

High-end animation and visuals

Retro futuristic soundtrack

Target demographic

Young to middle age sci-� fans

Volatile gamers

Paylines

243

Default bet size

1 €

Default bet range

0,20 € - 100 €

Default max multiplier

X 7 261
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Game features

Free Spins

The Free Spins is awarded for achieving the

Bonus level (5 x 7 reels). The bonus is played at

16.807 ways on the 5 x 7 reel layout. Any wins

while playing at 5 x 7 in the base game will be

paid but the reels do not open any further. At

the start of the feature the player is awarded 7

Free Spins. Extra Spins are awarded for a +1

symbol landing in anywhere in view.
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Pay-Rise

The game features a Pay Rise mechanic that

awards a free respin for every ways win and

opens up the reels one segment, for example

if the player gets a win on the 5 x 3 (243 ways),

the game will award a FREE SPIN and during

this spin, the reels will open up to a 5 x 4 (1024

ways) via the reels rising and lighting the level

segment on the left. Once a spin does not

achieve a win, the reels return to the 5 x 3

layout. The maximum the Pay Rise mechanic

can open up is 5 x 7 and this triggers the free

spins bonus. (
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Game rules

Welcome to Time Machine Video Slot featuring Pay-Rise Reels and a Free spins Bonus with

retriggers and 16,807 ways.

About the Game

Time Machine is a 5×3 Video Slot with 243 ways, wins are paid when 3 or more identical symbols

land on consecutive reels starting from the leftmost reel.

Reaching the bonus level (5 x 7 reels) triggers a Free Spins Bonus.

Wilds can appear on reels 2, 3 and 4 and substitute for all symbols.

Pay-Rise

Any win that occurs in the 5 x 3 base game will activate the reels to open up one segment with

extra ways and award a free respin.

The reels continue to open up and award a free respin until no win is achieved or the top Bonus

level is reached (5 x 7 reels).

If no win is achieved, the reels reset to the 5 x 3 layout.
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Free Spins

At the start of the feature, the player is awarded 7 free spins:

The Free Spins are paid out on the 5 x 7 reels and 16,807 ways.

An extra 1 free spin is awarded when the +1 symbol lands in view on reels 1 or 5.

During play:

Free spins are played at the lines and bet of the triggering spin.

How to Play

Press the Spin button to start the game.

How To Calculate Payline Wins

To calculate your total ways win, calculate all ways wins and add them together.

If the combination of symbols appearing on the reels forms a line of 3, 4, or 5 matching symbols

starting from the left of the reels, then you win.

Any winning lines you have will be highlighted and your winnings will be credited to your

winnings panel.

If three or more identical symbols are lined up, �nd the win value in the �xed Pay Table. There you

can �nd the value for all symbols for 3 in a row, 4 in a row, 5 in a row, Only the highest winning
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combination per way is paid out.

At the start of the Bonus round, all wins achieved from the reels are added to the Bonus at the

start.

Boosts

Please note that Time Machine Symbols and wild symbols in the Free Spins bonus game ARE NOT

added to the total collected symbols in the top bar and must appear fully in view and not be

replaced by wilds.

Return To Player

The overall theoretical return to player is 95.5%

The maximum recorded win is 7261x stake and it happened once in 1.500.000.000 simulated game

rounds.
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Game menus

Game Panel

Expand this image

Disclaimer - Displays game information.A -

Home - Allows the player to see the game rules.B -

Information - Takes the player to the help pages.C -

Settings - Takes the player to the setting page where they can set the game to turbo mode or

mute the sound.

D -
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Options Panel

Time - Displays the current time.E -

Stake - Displays the current stake and allows player to change stake.F -

Autoplay - Allow the player to set an amaunt of autoplays (Where applicable).G -

Winnings - Displays the win for the current game.H -

Credit - Displays the current credit.I -

Spin - Starts the game. When the reels are spinning, the spin button transforms into the Stop

Button.

J -
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Expand this image

Rules - Allows the player to see the game rules.A -

History - Enters the game hstory.B -

Sound - Allows the player to mute the sound.C -
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Additional information

If your game is interrupted during play, you may replay the game round after restarting the game

within 1 hour after interruption. After that time, any winnings from an interrupted game will be

added to your account. If you choose to skip the replay, your win will be added to your balance

immediately.

In any situation where the replay-functionality is not suf�cient, please contact the support team of

your gaming website.

In the event of malfunction of the gaming hardware/software, all affected game bets and payouts

are rendered void, and all affected bets are refunded.

This is game rules version 1, dated 01/11/2021. To make available any previous version, please use the

contact form at YGGdrasilgaming.com/en/contact-us.

In any situation where the replay-functionality is not suf�cient, please contact the support team of

your gaming website.

In the event of malfunction of the gaming hardware/software, all affected game bets and payouts

are rendered void and all affected bets are refunded.

Randomization
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The reels are spun with a fair and equal chance for each stop position by a certi�ed random

number generator.

For more information, visit http://www.yggdrasilgaming.com/en/about-us.
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